
SINGAPORE: Chinese tech giants are expanding
in Singapore as they face a crackdown at home
and growing pressure in other key markets-but
they may struggle to find talent in the city-state.
Messaging-and-gaming behemoth Tencent is
opening a hub and TikTok owner ByteDance is on
a hiring spree after establishing a regional HQ,
while e-commerce giant Alibaba is investing in
property and recruiting. The tech firms are shifting
their focus to booming Southeast Asian markets as
authorities tighten the screws at home amid con-
cerns about the platforms’ growing power.

Regulators have launched a blitz on the sector,
hitting several firms with heavy fines, and threat-
ening to slice up massive companies whose reach
now extends deep into the daily lives of ordinary
Chinese.  Meanwhile, festering tensions between
Washington and Beij ing after an assault on
Chinese tech titans during Donald Trump’s presi-
dency make the United States an unattractive
prospect, and problems abound elsewhere.

“Chinese tech companies are facing regulatory
pressures and sanctions from governments in other
countries, notably the US but also other nations
such as India,” Rajiv Biswas, Asia Pacific chief
economist at IHS Markit, said. India has banned a
swathe of Chinese apps since a border clash last
year, while the European Union and other Western
powers recently imposed sanctions over China’s
treatment of the Muslim Uyghur minority, prompt-
ing retaliatory sanctions. 

But Singapore, a prosperous financial hub,
maintains good ties with Beijing and the West,
and tech firms have come to view it as a safe bet
to expand their operations without upsetting
either side. In the current climate of geopolitical
uncertainty “Singapore is considered as a more
neutral country”, Chen Guoli, professor of strate-
gy at the Singapore campus of business school
INSEAD, said.

Hiring spree 
In addition, long-running turmoil in traditional

rival Hong Kong may have dimmed its appeal,
although observers stress other factors are likely
more important. The influx of Chinese cash will
be welcome in Singapore, whose economy has
been hammered by the coronavirus and which is
seeking to build itself up as a tech center. It is
already home to major offices of US tech titans
Facebook, Google and Twitter, while ByteDance
recently moved into bigger offices in the financial
district, and has launched a hiring drive.

Between September and February, a third of
ByteDance’s job postings were in Singapore,
more than twice the ads it placed in China, with a
focus on hiring specialized engineers, said Ajay
Thalluri, an analyst with data and analytics firm
GlobalData. Meanwhile, Alibaba last year bought
a 50 percent stake in an office tower, where its e-
commerce unit Lazada is the main tenant, while
its affiliate, fintech giant Ant Group, won a license
to operate a wholesale digital bank in the city-
state.

Alibaba “is building teams in Singapore with
significant key senior and mid-level job postings
related to talent acquisition, product manage-
ment, and legal compliance”, said Thalluri.

The e-commerce firm, co-founded by Jack Ma,
has come under fierce pressure in China, with
authorities pulling the plug on Ant’s record initial
public offering in November. 

Talent crunch 
ByteDance and Tencent, which announced its

Singapore expansion plans in September, say
they are primarily focused on growing their busi-
nesses in Southeast Asia, a booming region of
650 million, rather than avoiding tensions else-
where. By building up their Singapore presence,
the tech giants are hedging their bets in case fric-

tions with the West hit a new nadir, analysts say.
Chen of INSEAD said Chinese companies needed
a “plan B” in case they had to separate their
global and Chinese operations, in which case
Singapore could become their international hub. 

However, a major challenge in expanding in the
city, with a population of just 5.7 million, is
recruit ing workers with the correct ski l ls .
“Technology is developing and accelerating at a
speed that far surpasses the supply of talent

needed to scale,” said Daljit Sall, senior director
for information technology at the Singapore
office of global recruitment firm Randstad.

Singapore is trying to attract overseas talent,
although that may cause unease in a country
where there are already concerns about the large
foreign population, while schools are offering
courses to prepare youngsters for tech jobs.
Nevertheless, “there still remains an urgent need
to fill these skills gaps now”, Sall said. —AFP
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Inquiry in France 
over ‘clandestine’ 
COVID-defying dinners
PARIS: A report by a French television channel
alleging “clandestine” luxury dinners in Paris
despite the pandemic has sparked an investiga-
tion and a political furor over the claims the elite
were brazenly ignoring rules they themselves
had set. The M6 private channel on Friday
broadcast a reportage based on footage record-
ed with a hidden camera purportedly from a
clandestine restaurant in a high-end area of Paris
where neither the staff nor the diners were wear-
ing masks.

All restaurants and cafes remain closed in
France for eating in and the country this week
began a new limited nationwide lockdown to deal
with surging COVID-19 infections. The hashtag
#OnVeutLesNoms (We Want the Names) went
viral on Twitter, as speculation swirled over who
may have attended such dinners. 

Paris prosecutor Remy Heitz said Sunday that
a criminal probe had been opened after the
reportage into putting the lives of others at risk.
The investigation would assess “if these evenings
were organized in defiance of health rules and to
determine who were the possible organizers and
participants.”

One source interviewed by M6, whose identi-
ty was not revealed and whose voice was dis-
torted, told the channel that such evenings had
taken place and guests present had even includ-
ed ministers. The source was later identified by
media and bloggers as Pierre-Jean Chalencon,
who runs the luxury Palais Vivienne event venue
in the center of Paris. In statement sent to AFP
through his lawyer late Sunday, Chalencon
implicitly acknowledged he was the source but
also appeared to retract the claim ministers were
involved, saying he was only showing “humor”
and the “sense of the absurd”. But the report was
no laughing matter for members of the govern-
ment, days after President Emmanuel Macron
ordered new restrictions including a brief clo-
sure of schools to keep cases down before the
effects of the vaccine drive kick in.

Chalencon had been recorded saying in
February that government spokesman Gabriel
Attal, a rising cabinet star, would be attending
such a dinner. Attal vehemently denied the claim.
But deputy interior minister Marlene Schiappa
told French TV that if ministers or lawmakers
were involved “they should be f ined and
penalised like any other citizen”. Economy
Minister Bruno Le Maire insisted: “All the minis-
ters, without exception, respect the rules.”
Interior Minister Gerald Darmanin said those
involved in such dinners should be prosecuted if
the allegations in the report were true.

“There are not two types of citizens — those
who have the right to party and those who do
not,” he said. —AFP
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LG to close down 
smartphone 
business
SEOUL: LG Electronics, South Korea’s second-
largest appliance firm after Samsung, is closing
down its mobile phone business, the company said
yesterday, after the division lost billions in recent
years. The firm was once considered a pioneer of
the Android operating system, collaborating with
Google on the Nexus series in the early 2010s.

But it has long struggled to increase sales, enter-
ing the market late and facing tough competition
from emerging cheaper Chinese rivals such as
Huawei. It was regularly listed among the world’s
top 10 smartphone manufacturers but according to
tracker Counterpoint the last time it recorded a
global market share of three percent or more was in
the second quarter of 2018.

The unit has recorded losses for 23 consecutive
quarters since 2015, with the cumulative deficit
reaching about 5 trillion won ($4.4 billion) by the
end of last year. The division has “failed to produce
results” amid “intensifying price competition among

major competitors in the entry-level mobile phone
market”, the company said in a statement.

The decision will enable the firm to “focus
resources in growth areas such as electric vehicle

components”, robotics and smart homes, it added.
LG reportedly held talks with Vietnam’s Vingroup
over a potential sale, but it broke down over price
differences, according to local reports. —AFP

SINGAPORE: People take pictures beside the pond of the ArtScience Museum against the city
skyline in Singapore.—AFP

SEOUL: A South Korean flag (center) and LG flags flutter in front of the headquarters of LG
Electronics in Seoul yesterday.—AFP

Greece reopens 
shops despite 
high infections
ATHENS: Greece yesterday relaxed a nationwide
lockdown by opening most retail shops despite a
high level of COVID-19 infections and fatalities. By
allowing people to “decompress” outside their
homes as the weather improves, the government
hopes to also stem damage to the economy that has
taken a major revenue blow from reduced tourism.

Customers must pre-book appointments before
visiting shops, and up to 20 people will be allowed
inside at a time.  “We are fully booked till Saturday.
It’s going to be a good month,” Filippos Hortis, an
Athens sports store owner, told Skai TV.

Critics have noted the paradox of the lockdown
being relaxed while new cases of the virus are
reported at a rate of over 3,000 daily. That is
around 1,000 more than when the restrictions were
announced in November, with the daily number of
deaths now more than double.

“I too was surprised when informed of the rec-
ommendation (to reopen stores) seeing the daily
increase (in infections),” the governor of Central
Macedonia prefecture Apostolos Tzitzikostas told
Skai TV. Yesterday reopening does not affect
department stores and malls, whose operation will
be re-evaluated later in April. Restrictions on retail
also remain in place in areas around Thessaloniki
and Patras, Greece’s largest cities after Athens,
because of spiking infections.

The finance ministry yesterday announced addi-

tional support measures for closed stores to miti-
gate anger among retail owners in affected areas.
Greece has so far registered more than 275,000
coronavirus cases and over 8,300 deaths since the
start of the pandemic, including nearly 150 over the
weekend. Some 750 people are in intensive care. 

A firm backer of European vaccine passports,
Greece is hoping to kickstart its tourism season

from mid-May onwards to claw back some badly
needed revenue. Greece expects to spend some 11.6
billion euros ($14 billion) this year to mitigate the
impact of the coronavirus on its economy, on top of
24 billion euros spent in 2020.

The Greek budget forecasts economic growth of
4.8 percent, scaled back from an earlier 7.5-percent
estimate owing to lockdown. —AFP

ATHENS: People walk down Athens main commercial street on the first day of the reopening of
retail stores yesterday amid the coronavirus pandemic. —AFP


